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Outline

Growing concern about the impact of carbon and climate risk on
macro-economic and financial stability.
(Carney, 2015; Lagarde, 2016; McGlade 2015 ; Oxford’s stranded assets initiative WRI, 2016)

Carbon risk: risks related to the implementation of climate policy,
in particular mitigation.
Interactions between policy, expectations, real and financial
sectors: uncertainty.
Uncertainty about the range of risks: fossil-fuels, utilities, energy
intensive...
We propose a methodology to:

1 Quantify the risk for individual institutions and the system as a
whole.

2 Disentangle intrinsic uncertainty from lack of data and/or wrong
models.



Methodology

1 Identify sectors possibly facing carbon risk.
2 Identify exposures of financial institutions to carbon risky sectors

(data-availability).
3 Define distribution of shocks on carbon risky sectors (scenarios).
4 Compute resulting distribution of shocks on financial institutions

(first-round losses).
5 Compute propagation of shocks within the financial system

(second-round losses).



Idenitfying sectors facing carbon risk

Climate-policy relevant sectors identified based on their GHG emissions, their
role in the energy supply chain, and existence of related climate policy
institutions.
Sectors: fossil fuel, utilities, energy-intensive, transport and housing.
Remap standard classification of economic activities (NACE) into climate-policy
relevant sectors.



Identifying Exposure of financial institutions

Only equity data available (to academics)
Bureau Van Dijk Orbis database 2015.
Assessing exposure though equity ownership network.

Direct exposure to fossil fuel sector is limited.
Exposure to the combined climate-policy relevant sectors is large
(fossil-fuels+ energy intensive+ utilities+ transport +housing)



Identifying Exposure of financial institutions II



Defining distribution of shocks

Climate policy very likely affect negatively fossil fuel exposure.
Climate policy impact on "climate relevant" sectors more ambiguous
(green vs brown utility, ↑ or ↓ housing value...)
Scenario 1: 100% shock on equity holdings in fossil-fuel+ utility (allows
to compute an upper bound).
Scenario 2 : distribution of shocks on climate relevant sectors inferred
from ensemble of economic models (allows to compute value-at-risk).

Figure: Distr. of shocks on fossil (left) and renewable (right) utilities.



Computing distribution of losses

First round losses: direct exposure through external assets.
Second round losses: reverberation of shocks in the financial
system (value of a financial actor’s liability decrease with its
equity value).
In general, second-round effects are comparable in magnitude to
first-round effects.



Distribution of Losses

Figure: First and Second round losses for 100% fossil+utilities shock



Distribution of Losses

95% value at risk of the 20 most affected EU banks.
Brown/Green=exposure to fossil/renewable utilities.
Light/Dark= 1st/2nd round losses



Conclusion and Extensions

If shocks/losses are contained in core carbon sectors
(fossil+utilities), systemic risk unlikely to materialize.
More precise analysis can be performed if more detailed data is
available.
True uncertainty about which policy/economic scenario will
unfold:

Green: Clear climate policy framework, little/positive exposure to
climate policy, abundant capital available for the energy transition.
Brown: volatile policy framework, abrupt price adjustments, scarce
capital available for the energy transition.

With increased policy uncertainty, increased market uncertainty.
⇒ higher risk that shocks spillover from core carbon to other
sectors.


